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President’s Message
Office

Hello again everyone and I hope you
find some more of our usual articles to be
of interest in this, the ATC/AAFC
Branch’s Newsletter for April 2018.
On Sunday the 18th of this month, I
attended, in my capacity as the NSAA’s
Air Force Marshal for our State, the
Annual March and Memorial Service of
the National Servicemen’s Association
(Vic. branch), which is conducted at
Puckapunyal Army Base. By way of explanation for those who
would not be aware, the Victorian Branch of the NSAA has had,
for at least the past 16 years, 3 appointed Marshals, one
representing the Navy, one for the Army and yours truly for the
Air Force, but during this whole period of time there has always
been one thing in particular which has never ceased to amaze me
and this is the number of “Nashos” who are ex Air Force in this
State who, when asked if they were ever members of the RAAF
Air Training Corps prior to their “Nasho” Service days (19511957) have replied in the negative. As a matter of fact, what I
really can’t understand is that there hasn’t even been a solitary
one whom, when asked this question, has responded in the
affirmative……………so………..how come? Where did they all
disappear to, as I know darned well that they would have been
included at the time of their intake, because in those days our
ATC Service concluded at the age of 18 years and our 176 days
as “Nashos” began.
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President’s Message - continued
Sooooo………………..if there’s anyone “out there” who was a former member of the ATC before their
time in National Service and happens to read this, please put your hand up and let us know as I’m sure
we’d be interested in hearing about some of your exploits and/or experiences, particularly during your
ATC days.
With Easter almost upon us, there might be many members, their families and or friends who could be
travelling during this time. For those who are, take care and have a safe journey.
Best wishes to you all.
Laurie.
__________________________________________________________________________________

AAFC News
From Facebook
March 10
400 SQN are back in full swing in 2018 with both powered flying and gliding activities! Today we
conducted 27 Pilot Experience Flights with cadets from multiple different Squadrons across Victoria.
This particular type of flight that we offer 4 Wing cadets is exactly what it’s called. An experience
sitting in the left seat (captain/student seat) with a qualified flying instructor next to you. It’s a hands on
experience where by you with hands on controls feel the effects of those controls through climbing,
descending, turning, take off and landing.

Pictures by CSGT Devika Chaudhary.
She thoroughly enjoyed and described it as “Amazing”. She was extra impressed when flying over the
Werribee Zoo she could see some of the animals!!
__________________________________________________________________
March 4

This (extended) weekend was our first full gliding training camp for 7 x 4WG cadets at the Benalla
airfield in northern Victoria. All of these cadets are recipients of an Air Force scholarship to commence
their aviation career and come from all different parts of Victoria, either the Melbourne metropolitan
area or country Victoria. With some dedicated work there should be some great progress and results
over the weekend.
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AAFC News - continued
March 4

Congratulations to CSGT Ben Koopmans from 408SQN Ringwood East
who went Solo in a glider at Benalla. Well done Ben.

__________________________________________________________________________________
February 28
405 Squadron EVACUATION DRILL
Tonight as part of our ongoing
commitment to the safety of all our
members, and as part of the safety plans
laid out by Safety Directorate - Australian
Air Force Cadets, we conducted our
annual Fire Drill.
Our Duty Cadet was notified of a (fake)
fire in the vacant COs office and without
prompting raised the alarm. He and other
senior cadets quickly moved room to room
notifying all members to evacuate whilst
staff wardens cleared the building.
All up our evacuation was completed in in
3 minutes, with both buildings deemed
clear and the roll marked within 7 minutes from the first warning.
A fantastic job by all members of 405 Squadron for their contribution to the ongoing safety of all
members of 4WG and the wider Australian Air Force Cadets
__________________________________________________________________
February 11
Cadets of 412 Squadron formed an Honour
Guard the morning of 11 February for the
Albury National Servicemen's Day Service.
An active presence in the community during
important days such as today, displays the
dedication and commitment of our Cadets, in
addition to the wish to continue the spirit of
those who have served in military service.
412 Squadron is proud of involvement in this
event and will always seek to provide a
Cadet presence in these days of national
importance.
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Vale Steve Box
From Frankston Standard Leader December 12, 2017

Veteran Frankston Priest Mervyn Steve Box remembered for deep faith and service to many churches
By Christian Tatman
HE WAS one out of the box.
The youngest of 12 children born to parents Earnest and Lizzie, Mervyn Steve Box came into the world
in Drouin on November 29, 1929. Known as Steve, he went to primary school in Drouin and high
school in Warragul, where he met wife-to-be Gwenda Eastman. According to family folklore, Mr Box
sat behind his future wife in class at high school, getting her attention by dipping her pigtails in the
inkwell.
At 16 Mr Box finished his school, going on to a series of jobs including stints at a cheese factory,
hospital switchboard and a traineeship with the State Savings Bank of Victoria. But it was during his
time with the bank that he felt called to faith and subsequently trained to become a priest — taking on a
series of Methodist Church parishes with wife, Gwenda.
He subsequently became a full time chaplain with the Royal Australian Air Force, holding positions
across Australia and in Malaysia. Rev Box later “retired” from the RAAF to head back to the Uniting
Church with periods at St Kilda/Caulfield and Ballarat. His stint at Karingal Uniting Church was meant
to be for six months, but ended up lasting about seven years. Rev Box, who lived in the Frankston area
for the past 40 years, also led services at Seaford Uniting Church. His wife, Gwenda passed away about
14 years ago and he subsequently married Gwendoline White.
Family members recalled his love of gardening, growing vegetables, collecting stamps and travelling.
Fascinated by rocks, he was also a member of the Frankston and Peninsula Lapidary Club. Rev Box
died aged 87 on October 5. He is survived by his sister Pamela, second wife Gwendoline, children Peter,
Narelle, Karen, Andrew and Merryn, along with 13 grandchildren and numerous great grandchildren.
___________________________________________________________________________

Branch Events - 2018
ATC/AAFC Branch dates to remember for year 2018.
Friday, April 6th……………..
Branch Luncheon, Box Hill RSL.
Saturday, April 21st……………. Branch AGM, Upton Room, Box Hill RSL.
Branch Luncheon, Box Hill RSL.
Friday, May 4th……………..
4 Wing, AAFC Annual Parade, Point Cook. ***
Sunday, May 20th…
Branch Luncheon, Box Hill RSL.
Friday, June 1st………………
Branch Luncheon, Box Hill Rsl.
Friday, July 6th………………..
Reserve Forces Day March & Service @ Shrine of Remembrance. ***
Sunday, July 8th…………….
Friday, August 3rd……………… Branch Luncheon, Box Hill RSL.
Friday, September 7th…………….. Branch Luncheon, Box Hill RSL.
Friday, October 5th………………. Branch Luncheon, Box Hill RSL.
Branch General Meeting, Upton Room, Box Hill RSL. ***
Saturday, October 13th…
Friday, November 2nd……………. Branch Luncheon, Box Hill RSL.
AFA’s Annual Pilgrimage & RAAF Nashos’ Memorial Day Service @ Pt Cook***
Sunday, November 11th…
Sunday, December 16th…….
Branch Christmas Luncheon, Upton Room, Box Hill RSL.
PLEASE NOTE:- above items marked thus *** denote dates to be confirmed in due course.
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March 2018 Meeting

______________________________________________________________
Member Profile
This is your opportunity to tell us about your career or the story of other notable members in the
ATC/AirTC/AAFC/RAAF as a Cadet and/or Staff member. Send us a one or two page story about your
illustrious progress, preferably with pictures. Send it by email text or as an attachment in .txt or .doc file
format to scsiac@bigpond.com or mail it to the Editor. Any print pictures received will be scanned and
the originals returned to the owner.

Member Story
My ATC Saga by John MacDonald
Pressure ? Pressure !! Pressured !!! At our age, you would think that we could rest on our laurels, or
something other than our posteriors and relax in the hope that no more would we have to salute etc. etc.
I digress. A certain Editor of note who should remain anonymous for obvious reasons, needs filler for
his monthly publication, hence I obey.
1953 was an ominous year, WWII was over just 8 years and Korea was still rolling. I was transferred
from Pascoe Vale Primary School, to commence Secondary school "At the boys school, Brunswick
Boys School, at the West Brunswick Central School for Boys" Sounds like a jingle? Well it was part of
the School Song. There I was put into Form 1A and our class met our Form Master Mr. SIMPSON
He told us a number of things that first class, among which he was to be our Science teacher, our
disciplinarian (he produced a large leather strap and demonstrated its' use on a desk) and that he was an
Officer in the RAAF Reserve of that day. As such, he was recruiting likely lads who would turn 14 that
year, for a flying career in the Air Training Corps. Parents’ consent being the main obstacle to
overcome. We had till the end of the week to produce such written consent if we wished to be involved.
Training was to be at the North Melbourne Drill hall, uniforms would be issued, fares would be
reimbursed and camps on RAAF bases were available during School Holidays.
Such information was an anathema to my Father when I reported to him. Discipline, Clothing, Holiday
with Food, paid for by the Government! Ideal. No matter that the uniform would be blue, instead of his
favourite khaki. I reported back to Mr RAAF, with the appropriate consent the next day. After all, this
involvement would get me out of the permanent part time job I had at home, gardening. Younger
siblings could take over this job and I would be getting instilled with military discipline.
With three other school classmates, I reported to the Drill Hall on a Tuesday evening in the following
month. We were clothed, inducted and introduced to our Flight Commander, Flt Lt Bill RILEY. He
appeared very interested to have these four new cadets represent his new flight, 16 Flight, at the
forthcoming Rifle Competition at Williamstown Rifle Range. So down on the mat with a newly
introduced .303 rifle, minus magazine and take careful aim. Squeeze the trigger as you aimed at the disc.
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The disc that was being held immediately over the right eye of the Flight Commander who was lying on
a mat directly in front.
We must have all passed the rifle firing instructions, because a few weeks later we were introduced to
the rear seating area of a canvas covered, dark blue, three ton truck parked outside the Drill Hall. This
Truck then subjected us to a bone shattering ride that delivered us to the Williamstown Rifle Range.
There, lying on a wet groundsheet, we proceeded to fire our very first shot from a .303 rifle. The target
looked to be miles away, no matter, we were competing in our very first inter-flight competition.
Details. They can be variable, very easy or very hard to distinguish now. At this time of our life, our
memory of the past 24 hours may not be so certain and we can so readily confuse the past. But, I will
try to keep the general direction on track and plead lack of mental capacity, if caught out of line in the
detail.
As each year progressed, I was able to attend Camps at RAAF Stations Point Cook, Laverton, Ballarat
or East Sale and I always had at least one flight in a Dakota or Lincoln. Promotion Camps were also
pursued and so my Mother learned the sewing positions of the Corps badges and stripes on uniform
sleeves, greatcoats and all. Those Summer Dress trousers had to be properly ironed so that the creases
would last at least a parade. I was encouraged by Mum to take over the ironing, as I knew exactly how
they should appear.
Flt Lt HERFORD, our navigation instructor at 16 flight, encouraged us to learn the Morse Code, the
Phonetic alphabet, (both varieties i.e. Able-Baker-Charlie-Dog, then Alpha-Bravo-Charlie-Delta, etc)
and Navigation ad nauseum. The Radio Course on Harwell Trainers at Ballarat was interesting, but
wasn't flying and so was harder to endure, but we were encouraged to work up our Morse to be able to
send and receive at 12 words per minute.
WO Webster taught us drill and aircraft recognition, other staff members taught us about aero engines,
the theory of flight, weather conditions and we always got a good look at the aircraft maintenance
hangars at camp.
The visit of Queen Elizabeth in 1954 was well attended by the ATC Cadets lining the route along Mount
Alexander Parade, and along with others I was also able to attend the Motor Cycle races at Fisherman's
Bend airfield to keep the crowd in check. Similar things were organised for air shows at Laverton and it
still fascinates me that all we needed (to keep the crowd in check) was a hay bale placed every 15 yards
or so along the side of the runways.
On a Monday night, for about a year, I attended the Aeromodelling Flight run by Flt Lt Bruce HEARN
and his two Officer brothers. A large glider sat atop the Q store at Headquarters and was said to have
been constructed by them. I recall attending a model flying day at Point Cook, when the HEARN
Brothers flew a large model Tri-Motor Fokker replica of the Southern Cross, across Port Phillip Bay.
That model is the one collected from Box Hill RSL that now sits in the AAFC Cadet Headquarters, at
Point Cook.
During an NCO course at Laverton, one school holiday, while we were assembling outside the Nissen
huts we occupied, I was talking with one of our current members, Bob EASTGATE of 6 Flight. To our
right, facing the parade ground at 90 degrees to where we were standing, was a barb wired compound
enclosing two aircraft hulls. They were P51D Mustangs, minus engines, otherwise looking intact.
During our conversation in regard to the Mustangs, Bob said, "I'm going to have one of those one day".
Well one day, around 1986, I went for a flight in a Mustang, flown by TAA First Officer Ed FIELD,
from Point Cook to Laverton. I didn't realize how far it is by air. It took us over half an hour. We
probably could have walked quicker, but the flight was exhilarating and maybe we just lost track of the
time. The aircraft was VH-BOB, and you should have guessed by now that it is owned by Bob
EASTGATE, and is currently nearing completion of a complete rebuild.
1955 dawned for me with a transfer of school to Essendon Technical College. I was going up in the
world. As well as academic studies, I was taught hands on subjects including, Blacksmithing, Wood
Work, Sheet Metal, Turning and Fitting, Clay Modelling, Pattern Making, and Technical Drawing. The
school also had an ATC Flight, 6 Flight, and as I arrived, the Senior NCO's had departed school for
higher places. I offered my 'experience' to the Officer in Charge and as a fully fledged Sergeant, was
accepted. I attended 6 flight parades as a supernumerary on Wednesday afternoons for the next three
years, as well as continuing with 16 Flight each Tuesday evening. I also made sure that the ironing of
the trousers was kept up to date.
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In January 1955, a party of Malayan Cadets visited Melbourne and were billeted one on one with
Victorian Cadets. LAC Mahmoud bin USEOFF from Ipo in Perak, stayed with my family. Each
Victorian cadet accompanied their Malay counterpart on the tour of Melbourne that included visits to
Healesville, Fisherman's Bend aircraft factories, Point Cook, Laverton and receptions at Government
House and the Melbourne Town Hall. Mahmoud was 17 years old, and had earned his glider pilot wings
on an open framework primary glider.
Years later I saw the same primary glider type, in
the ATC Museum in Southhampton, England,
alongside the Snyder Trophy Supermarine F6 and
the very last of the Spitfire line the Mk26.
Also around this time, two RNZAF Cadet Flight
Sergeants were on a visit to Melbourne and one
was also billeted with my family. We had a great
time being shown various places around
Melbourne and I can still remember my RNZAC
Cadet shouldering the Mace in Parliament house.
By 1956, Cadet Flt Sgt MacDONALD, 70208,
was working part time in the Kitchen of the catering section of Trans Australia Airlines, Essendon
Airport, during school holidays and outside of ATC Camp times. My Father was in charge of the TAA
24 hour guard team, and he knew of the part time job and nominated my availability. The memory
uppermost in my mind was the manually operated dishwasher, although I enjoyed the breakfast that
often arrived per DC3. Left over breakfasts from the morning Sydney-Canberra-Melbourne flight,
required to be disposed of by the catering staff and eating was a most efficient way.
The 1956 Olympic Games in Melbourne were staged from 22nd November to 8th December and
attracted a fair amount of interest for the Cadets. I joined a team of 20 under Air Commodore
CHARLESWORTH to form the Statistical Team for the Modern Pentathlon events. The training,
around a day each weekend for around a month, consisted in off- loading and erecting a DIY scoreboard,
from a RAAF three tonner. Timed by stopwatch, we sorted out the frames, the pieces, the nuts and bolts
and assembled it outdoors, into a twenty foot long, four foot high platform, topped with a ten foot high
blackboard.
During the games, we arrived at our various venues, Cadets in one truck, scoreboard in another. We
erected it where told and then marked up the scores for the individual competitors throughout each day.
Five days in all at the Fencing, Riding, Pistol Shooting, Running and Rowing. When not required for
the Team work, we attended at the Olympic Village Press Office or at the MCG, as liaison staff. We
were privileged to attend the Opening and Closing ceremonies and we were also presented with an
Olympic Bronze Medal for our services.
A month or so prior to the commencement of the Games I was interviewed by the Squadron
Commanding Officer. I had no knowledge as to why and did not ask. A few weeks later my Flight
Commander, Flt Lt RILEY, told me that I had been awarded a Cadet Flying Scholarship. Unbelievable.
I looked forward to the commencement of training and when I received the first Lesson Paper from the
College of Civil Aviation, I was astounded to find that it came from Flt Lt HURFORD, our 16 Flight
Navigation/Radio Instructor.
We were issued with our (Sydcot?) Flying Suit, Leather Helmet, goggles and gloves. We supplied our
own scarves and boots. The helmet was fitted with tin cans over the ears, with a rubber tube leading
from each into a brass junction that plugged into the aircraft. The Gosport Tube in the aircraft cockpit
was the means of communication between instructor and pupil. Flying training commenced at Royal
Victorian Aero Club at Moorabbin in December 1956. On day one, I met my instructor, Mr John
BALLY and commenced flying training in RVAC DH 82A Tiger Moth VH - RVL.
In mid January 1957, seven cadets assembled at North Melbourne Drill Hall and were conveyed to
RAAF Laverton to undertake our flying training Camp. We trucked across to Point Cook and were put
through an RAAF Flying Medical Examination, which included a Hyperbaric De-compression Chamber,
to see how we withstood altitude. We sat in the chamber as it simulated climbing to height. As each of
us passed out through lack of oxygen, we had a face mask supplying oxygen placed on us by the
attendant, who I believe was a medical doctor. No ill effects were experienced.
ATC/AAFC Newsletter April 2018
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Back to Laverton and next morning two cadets were called out and driven to North Melbourne Drill Hall,
instead of to Moorabbin. We were each interviewed by the Squadron Commanding Officer. Interview
commenced with salute, name, rank and number. Question, "Can you find out from your parents if you
can have their permission to go to India?" Answer, "Yes Sir," Telephone, Question, "Dad, Can I go to
India?" Reply, "Yes." Back to Laverton, collected belongings, then home.
Unbelievable. Mind numbing. Three days to obtain a Passport, suffer inoculations, board a Viscount
aircraft at Essendon and meet three other Cadets in Sydney. One Navy, Two Army and me. The object
was to commence Cadet exchange visits between Australia and India, England, Ceylon, Canada and
New Zealand. We were to attend the tenth anniversary celebrations of India Republic Day, on the 26th
of January 1957.
Overnight at Hyde Park Barracks, next day we boarded a QANTAS Constellation for Darwin, refueled
Jakarta, overnight at Singapore. Met by Australian Consular officials there and then to the evening meal
which was delivered in a very dark and long low building. It was an explosive mixture of highly spiced
dishes washed down with copious quantities of water. A quick look into Raffles Bar for the experience,
then to bed. Day 2, Singapore to Calcutta and overnight at the Calcutta Fort with a Bearer to clean our
shoes, wash our shirts and press our trousers. Meals seemed always to consist of very spicy fare and we
quickly learned the Hindi words of Paarni (water) and Jeldi ( quickly ). I recall the full demand was
"Paarni Lou Jeldie Jeldie" and mostly spoken in a highly agitated state.
The next flight was Calcutta to New Delhi and we were met by Major Durjan sal SINGH of the Triservice, National Cadet Corps (NCC) of India. He escorted us to the NCC Camp on the outskirts of the
city and showed us to our tented accommodation in the midst of the Camp. He introduced us to our
NCC escorts and that evening we met up with our other Commonwealth representatives. There were
two army, one Navy and one Airforce Cadet from Briton, escorted by Col. JONES, once of the British
Garrison at Calcutta and Four Army Cadets from Ceylon. No New Zealand, no Canada. Just the 12 of
us as the Commonwealth Cadet Contingent.
Had there been 20, it would have been just right, but 12 were too few to march as a body amongst the
NCC cadets in the March on Republic Day. So, we were placed in the VIP stand set up for the Russian
Contingent of twenty plus military personnel attending with Marshal Georgy ZHUKOV, the Russian
General renowned as the Hero of Stalingrad. He was awarded four times, the Hero of the Soviet Union
decoration. One of only two soldiers ever awarded such honour.
Following the march we attended with the Russian Delegation at the Regimental Mess of the Gurkha
Brigade for afternoon tea. I recall being asked be an Australian Army Major, "What part of Australia
are you from ? I answered "Pascoe Vale in Victoria". He replied, "I'm right next door in Coburg". Since
then I have found on a number of occasions that it really is a very small world. Each of us were
presented with a Gurkha Knife as a memento of the occasion by the Mess President and I still have that
knife. The scabbard of the Knife presented to Marshall ZHUKOV was inscribed with the Regimental
Crests of the 19th and 58 regiments. The numerals appearing left and right at the top of the Scabbard.
In 2016 my wife and I were touring Russia and visited the Moscow Military Museum. Among other
Heroes of the Soviet Union, we viewed a showcase displaying the uniform, decorations and military
history of Marshall ZHUKOV. There in the showcase was the Gurkha knife in its scabbard with a note
in Russian which I could not read, except for the numerals 1958, finishing the statement. The numerals
rang a bell with me. I spoke to the Russian attending us and asked him to read the note. He read that the
knife had been presented to the Marshall by the Gurkha Regiment on 26th January 1958. I knew that the
numerals represented the 19th and 58th Regiments and was able to inform him that the note should be
corrected as the historic statement was wrong. It was presented on the 26th January 1957, the tenth
anniversary of India's Independence, I knew because I was there. A small world indeed.
My time and travels with the NCC in India is another story. On return to Australia, I was informed I
had been promoted to Warrant Officer before I had left. I spent the remainder of the year visiting other
flights around Melbourne to talk about the trip, enjoying my flying training and gaining my Private Pilot
Licence in November 1957.
In January 1958, I was time expired. Having enjoyed almost 5 years as a Cadet, I was required to return
my uniform and my flying suit, however I was allowed to retain my Helmet and Goggles and I still have
them.
As an addendum, my wife was my first passenger in a Tiger Moth in 1957 and was also my first
passenger in an LSA Tecnam P92 Echo in 2017. A 60 year refresher? Per Ardua Ad Astra.
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A Curiosity –submitted by Graeme Smith
The Remarkable History of the Jerry Can
By Nigel Mason - from the internet
In the early 1930’s the German army reasoned that if they were going to
fight a mechanical war they would need a far better fuel container than
any of the current types. Most contemporary fuel cans were made of
thin tinplate, frequently merely soldered together. This made them
fragile and easily damaged by rough handling. They also had screw-on
caps that could get lost and needed a special spanner to loosen. The
cans were often and odd shape that made them hard to stack and
awkward to carry, would not pour without sploshing and gurgling,
which meant that you usually needed a large funnel or at least a separate
spout, and last but not least, if they were filled right up and left in the
hot sun the petrol would expand and burst the can.
They came up with a design that was made up entirely of steel plate and
essentially was pressed in two halves. The halves were welded together and the weld was inside a
sunken gutter that protected the weld from damage. The flat sides of the can were stamped with a deep,
large X shape to stop the sides from bulging.
The bottom corners were well rounded to minimise damage, the can was narrow so that it did not bump
the legs when being carried, was tall enough not to require excessive stooping to pick it up and was
rectangular in plain view to make them stack side by side efficiently. The cans were designed to hold 20
litres and to weigh 20kg when full (with water). This made life easier for the loadmasters !
Originally the insides of the cans were coated with a plastic compound developed for beer containers.
The ideas was that that cans could be rinsed out and used for water, but his did not prove a success and
instead cans for water had a large, white cross painted in each side.
The can has a spout that is designed to allow pouring without the need for a funnel. The cap is fixed on a
hinge so that it cannot get lost.
The hinge is designed to allow the cap to stay open without being held, thus freeing up both hands to
hold the can while pouring. The cap is opened and closed by means of a lever device that can be quickly
operated with one hand. The lever enables the cap to be tightly closed.
There are three handles on the top, which at first glance, looks to be two too many. The can is normally
carried with the centre handle while the outer handles allow a can to be carried between two people.
If two empty cans are placed side by side they can be picked up with one hand by grasping the two
adjacent handles. So one man can easily carry four empty cans, two in each hand. If he was a burly
type he could carry four full cans.
But the main use of the outer handles is that they make it very easy to pass the cans from hand to hand.
So a line of men can set up a “bucket brigade'’ and quickly move hundreds of litres of fuel. The handles
also make convenient tie-down points. The handles are made from the same steel as the main body of
the can and they are rolled to make a handle of comfortable diameter.
Anyone who has carried one of the old four-gallon kerosene tins with the handle seemingly made from
coat hanger wire will appreciate that particular detail. Behind the handle of the top of the can rises to a
distinct hump. This creates an air pocket that ensures that the can cannot be filled completely up.
Inside the spout is a breather tube that leads into the air space and prevents gurgling when pouring.
The air pocket makes a chamber to allow the petrol to expand if left in the hot sun and stops the can
from bursting open. The air space also means that when the can is full of petrol and falls into water it
will float!
The Germans mass produced the cans in secrecy by the thousands and stored them in a guarded hangar
at Templehof Airport.
In WW2 the British came across the can in the Norway campaign, quickly saw that it was much superior
to their own and collected up all they could find for their own use.
British soldiers usually called the Germans “the jerrys “ so the can quickly became the jerrycan. The
British quickly began to mass produce the jerrycan, essentially identical to the original German design.
After a couple of false starts the Americans also started to make it, again to the original design.
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In preparation for the invasion of Normandy the British made literally millions of them. Just after DDay President Roosevelt went before Congress and said: “They were among the first supplies landed on
the beaches of France.
When the US 1st and 3rd Armies broke out of Normandy it was in these jerrycans that the petrol our
tanks and lorries needed to keep going was sent forward. Without these cans it would have been
impossible for our armies to cut their way across France at lightning pace which exceeded the German
blitz of 1940.
Cargo planes and even combat planes were loaded with them and carried them forward to airfields.
Lorries of every size, jeeps, armoured cars — everything that rolled on wheels — loaded up with
jerrycans and rushed them to the front lines.
They were tough enough to be dropped off lorries in motion without bursting open. They could even be
dropped from the air into rivers and streams, or they could be even be dumped from the side of ships,
because they have air pockets at the top which make them float even when filled. “
At the end of WW2 it was estimated that about 21 million jerrycans were scattered around Europe.
Today the jerrycan is made world-wide and is the standard issue for NATO countries, the Israeli
military, many African countries and many of the former Warsaw Pact countries.
It is still made essentially to the original design all those years ago.

The B-24 LiberatorRestoration

The group has acquired some 90% of the
airframe and 70% of its furniture and fittings
from many parts of the world; a great deal of
which was from generous benefactors. The
image on the right shows the state of the fuselage
when it arrived at the hangar. Oh dear!!

This is the only remaining Liberator in the
Southern Hemisphere and is one of only eight
still existent in the world.

This intricate restoration work is proceeding in
one of the impressive World War II hangars on
the old Werribee airfield just outside Melbourne
in Victoria. It is the intention to eventually have
the airframe completely restored.
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What Our Members Are Doing
Members Jan and Doug Williams were honoured on Australia Day by being awarded the Baddaginnie
Achievement Award
The following is an extract from the “Benalla Ensign”

Baddaginnie Achievement Award: Doug and Jan Williams
Doug and Jan Williams have lived and contributed to life in Baddaginnie for many years since
settling in Baddaginnie some 18 years ago.
Doug is a gentleman of absolute integrity, an engaging mentor and passionate aviator with a
strong and vibrant commitment to youth education.
Doug was an aircraft maintenance engineering educator and former RMIT lecturer and is a
qualified flying instructor.
Doug’s strong sense of community have included affiliation with many projects and
organisations:
●Foundation member and active Baddaginnie Community Inc. member.
●Aviation enthusiast and Benalla Aviation Museum member.
●Benalla RSL member.
●Benalla Baptist Church member.
●Author of “War Clouds Over Benalla”.
Jan is a determined achiever, who was locally acknowledged and thanked for her community
efforts on Australia Day in 2017.
This joint nomination was to recognise her efforts to the wider community.
Jan’s strong sense of community have included affiliation with many projects and organisations
including:
●Active Baddaginnie Community Inc. member.
●Key player and driving force for with Baddaginnie Op-Shop operation, which successfully
raises funds for local community projects.
●Benalla Hospital Auxiliary member.
●Maurie Evans Wing — Benalla Health Committee member.
●Deacon in the Benalla Baptist Church.
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Book Review –
A Complete History of US Combat Aircraft Fly-off Competitions
Winners, Losers and What Might Have Been
Review by John Baxter

I’m a sucker for ‘What if’ aircraft types but this
book will appeal to both the ‘whatifers’ as well
as those interested in the 1960s, and beyond,
US military jets. It covers in fine detail many
which succeeded and went into service as well
as those which were their competitors and lost
out on production orders. Now, Specialty
Press has established an excellent reputation
for the quality of its products – laminated hard
covers, dustjacket, superb colour photographs
on excellent quality stock with high resolution
for both images and text, and of course, great
subject material written by enthusiastic and
knowledgeable authors. This one is no
different, well except for one very interesting
detail.
CGI has come a long way in recent years and
author Erik Simonsen has taken full advantage of using it with some spectacular compositions by his
wife Sharon which raise cgi to a new level. Read the foreword - it’s better than me trying to explain
and then check out the imagery. It really is quite spectacular.
So is this book any good? Oh yes, it certainly is! The subjects include the XB-47 and its
competitors for a medium jet bomber – North American XB-45, Convair XB-46 and Martin XB-48.
And that’s just the first chapter. The other nine cover a multitude of fighters and bombers – AJ-1
Savage, Avro CF-100, Martin XB-51, English Electric Canberra. There’s the fly-off between the
XB-52 and Convair XB-60 for the strategic bomber contract; Cold War Tactical Fighter competitors
in Republic YF-105 and North American XF-107; Light Weight Fighters; Close Air Support with
Northrop YA-9A versus Fairchild YA-10A. And what about the clash between Phantoms and
Crusaders? What about the Lockheed-Martin YF-22 Raptor and the Northrop YF-23? This book
was hard to put down as it was engaging, informative and just a bloody good read!
There’s 227 pages covering the above and even more. It’s superbly illustrated with 390 colour and
159 b&w photos, so there’s more than enough for the image hungry. Did I mention the Boeing X-32
Joint Strike Fighter? What about CTOL – Conventional Take-off and Landing which was proposed
in addition to the Short Take-off and Vertical Land requirements for that fly-off between the X-32
and Lockheed-Martin X-35? It concludes with a glossary, six pages of end notes and comprehensive
index.
This really is a great book for any military aviation enthusiast, especially the US military aviation
buff, at a very competitive price. It is available from Hyland’s Bookshop in Melbourne
hylandsbookshop@gmail.com or 03 9654 7448 for a recommended retail price of $80.
Many thanks to Ms Orietta Colussi of DLS Australia for the review copy. ISBN 9781580072274
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Book Review –
RAF WWII Fighter Instrument Panels
Review by John Baxter
This 2017 publication in the ‘Inside’ series by
Mushroom Models Publications covers six
RAF fighters from World War II. Each type
has a brief introduction and short overall
operational history. Each instrument panel is
shown with a corresponding ‘location and
identification’ panel. Then most of the
instruments are shown in larger scale and all
in wonderful colour. There are about six
pages per aircraft in this 39 page, laminated
covered book.
The aircraft are Hawker Hurricane I;
Supermarine Spitfire Vc; de Havilland
Mosquito VI; Boulton Paul Defiant; North
American P-51B Mustang III and the Bristol
Beaufighter VI. The editorial team is
comprised of Bartlomiej Belcarz, Robert
Peczkowski and Artur Juszczak and the art
work by DariuszKarnas. It’s quite stunning
but its appeal will probably be limited to
dedicated modellers wishing to highly detail
cockpits. However, it’s very nicely produced
with its laminated covers, glossy stock and excellent artwork reproduction.
This is a splendid reference book primarily for the modeller and it’s very nicely done indeed. It may
also appeal to the general aviation buff and those with an interest in the more highly detailed
technical aspects of WWII aviation. This title is available from Platypus Publications in Sydney
(platypuspubs@y7mail.com) with a rrp of $34 (plus postage). Platypus Publications is probably the
only importer of these rather unusual and somewhat obscure titles, so you can’t expect to find this in
your local bookstore.
Many thanks to Ley Reynolds of Platypus Publications for the review copy. ISBN 9788365281623.

AAFC/AIRTC Historical Items
Please send in any of your old ATC/AAFC photographs with a small explanation of the circumstances.
A picture is worth a thousand words.
Heard of the Air Training Corps/AAFC Memorabilia Collection? Located at Benalla Aviation Museum
at Benalla Airport in Victoria, this display is highly recommended for a group visit.
See more at www.benallaaviationmuseum.org.au/
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Internet Links of Interest
RAAFA ATC/AAFC Branch page
raafavic.org.au/content/758/branch-atc-aafc
National Servicemen’s Association www.nashos.org.au/
Air Force News
www.defence.gov.au/Publications/NewsPapers/RAAF/Default.asp
WW II American Spitfire Pilot https://www.youtube.com/embed/ie3SrjLlcUY
Planets Visible in the Night Sky in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
https://www.timeanddate.com/astronomy/night/australia/melbourne
____________________________________________________________________________________

RAAF ASSOCIATION VICTORIA

ATC/AAFC BRANCH

ATTENTION - ALL ADULT MEMBERS
of the

AUSTRALIAN AIR FORCE CADETS
The AIR FORCE ASSOCIATION (Victorian Division) would welcome you as a member of our
Branch. As part of this proud Association with its long standing record of Service, the
ATC/AAFC Branch membership consists of former ATC, AirTC and former and currently
serving members of the AAFC. Associate memberships are available for partners.
For membership enquiries, please contact:
Laurie Bell – Branch President
Hugh Tank – Branch Secretary
43 Stenhouse Av, Brooklyn, 3012 Vic. 11 Paulette Court , Blackburn South,
3130, Victoria.
03 9314 6223 or 0412 505 887
03 9877 3424
laurieandadel@gmail.com
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General Enquiries
The Air Force Association:
03 9813 4600
office@raafavic.org.au
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